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MEDICAL ROLE OF R. A.F, TRANSPORT COMMAND,

R.A*P* Transport Compand activities are now world wide, carrying freight, and passengers

on trunk routes and to all operational theatres. In view of thisnour R,A,F, medical

services have net been slow to take full advantage cf these services.

Transport aircraft are of inestimable value for carrying to inaccessible places

food-stuffs necessary for health, such as green vegetables and fresh meat. They also

carry blood -and urgent nodical stores over distances where rail and sea transport would

be too slew,

One of the most valuable life-saving uses of transport aircraft is the evacuation of

casualties. Patients have been carried by air from the earliest days of aviation. In this

war, small-scale air evacuation was carried out in the Iraq rebellion, when Habbaniya was

surrounded and patients were evacuated by old Vickers Valentia troop-carriers* which took

’f from No-mans land under the guns of the rebels just before dawn each day.

Air Evacuation of casualties was also used in the Syrian campaign, but its large-

scale use was developed in the Western Desert,

In the early stages, air ambulances marked with the Sea Cross of Geneva, and supplied

by Australia and the Union of South Africa, were employed. These aircraft worked together

as a team, under the control of the commanding officer, ”No. l Australian Air Ambulance

Unit." This unit evacuated many thousands of casualties and sick from the battle areas,

and operated with the Eighth array into Italy,

In the Western Desert, they flew to and from forward areas and when Sicily was invaded,

during the battle of the beaches, these aircraft again went in to collect Eighth Army

casaulties.

But the '’Air Ambulanceproper, carried only a small proportion of the casualties

in the Western Desert, Sicily and Italy, The larger transport -aircraft flying longer

distances, at greater speeds, performed the bulk of the work.

Air transports, taking personal and freight to the forward battle areas might often

return empty and the R.A.F, medical services took advantage of this. In conjunction with

the Amy medical authorities, they arranged a system whereby loads of casualties were

always ready for the transport aircraft arriving in forward areas with their passengers



and freight. No transport aircraft was allowed to return empty*
Over 10,000 casualties and sick were evacuated by Royal Air Force transport aircraft,

between Alamein and Tunis, and in all, Our in; >1943
* transport Command aircraft carried

ever 16,000 sick, and wounded for treatment At base, hospitals. •
Aircraft no longer seek the protection of the Geneva- Rea Cross so that they may be

free to carry ordinary passengers and freight, and so every aircraft used by Transport

Command can be equipped for the carriage- of casualties. On its journey tc an operational

theatre it will.,carry f GG'd_and war .materials,. Bar its return trip, - it- can be'rapidly *

converted to an air ambulance, with stretchers carried on neat racks, which take American

as well as British stretchers, nursing attendant with full facilities to attend to the

requirements of all the patients is also carried.

However,, owing'to the risks of enemy activity and bad weather, air evacuation of

casualties cannot always be relied upon and the older system of evacuation by road, rail

:nd sea, is therefore maintained*

If enemy air opposition is strong, the Royal Air Force commander in the field will

forbid the use of transport aircraft unless he can afford fighter cover, so reducing the

-sk of these aircraft being shot (Town when they are carrying sick and wounded.

The advantages of air evacuation of casualties are indeed great. For instance, the

soldier, injured in the front line, is transported to the base hospital where- specialist

facilities exist, in the shortest possible tine* Another great advantage is that air

evacuation of casualties frees the main road and rail facilities on the Army lines of

communication from the extra burden of returning road ambulances and hospital trains,

thus allowing quicker transit of troops and urgent war materials to the front line.

Again, the number of medical personnel and ambulance drivers employed on casualty

evacuation is materialy cut down.

In tropical areas, where the lines of communication may run through jungles and

swamps, and disease incidence is extremely high* the. evacuation od casualties by air

saves them from the extra risk of malaria and other diseases which are prevalent.

Finally, the moral factor is extremely important, and experience has shown that the

soldier going into battle is greatly comforted to know that if he is wounded, h«' will

hive a quick and comfortable trip back to base.

To ensure that the facilities are fully utilised, Transport Command have placed

medical units, trained in all problems of casualty air evacuation, at all the important

termini of trunk routes, throughout the world. They also have specialised mobile units

which go forward with the Army in operational theatres* These are known as "casualty

ir evacuation sections" and are e quipped to house and feed casualties awaiting air

evacuation, as well as rendering any necessary medical .attention.

The R*A,F, medical cervices have mere than a. thousand R.A.F* and W*A*A«F. nursing

orderlies trained in air ambulance duties* It is interesting to note that the W.jti-.A.F*

have volunteered in equal numbers to the men*
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